Informal, fast-paced presentations by Campbell faculty

Thursday, October 27  3:30pm - 4:30pm
Periodicals Reading Room, Wiggins Memorial Library

Was there a biggest “Oops!” moment in your research?
“We assumed that we would be able to recruit more than enough patients that we already see at our specific clinics.”

What was your biggest stumbling block during the research process?
“Trying to sort out which songs and videos are relevant to my work can be daunting, not to mention time-consuming.”

What excites you most about your research?
“Composition of these counterpoints transforms these pieces into duets rather than solo pieces.”

---

dr. scott perkins  
Pharmacy  
Exercise Devices for Control of Type 2 Diabetes

dr. jaclyn stanke  
History  
The Depiction of the Chernobyl Disaster in American Popular Culture

dr. ran whitley  
Music  
A Set of Counterpoints to Joannes Rochut’s Melodious Etudes